
Tuesday 18th May 2021

Network Meeting



10:00 Welcome & Check In

10:10 Connecting activity across York MCN (including question and feedback)
• Co-location Experiment
• Creative Action
• Co-commissioning for Systems Change
• Partnerships Hub Working Group
• York Cultural Values

10:45 BREAK

10:50 Connecting activity across York MCN (including question and feedback)
• Children & Young People Inquiry
• Participatory Funding process
• Systems Changers Programme Alumni Group
• Lived Experience Group
• Network Mapping

Agenda



11.25 Breakout Rooms:
Digging Deeper into existing activity and connecting this with recurring themes. How could we bring 
some of the themes that came out at the last meeting into existing activity?

11:45 Feedback

11:55 AOB and Check-out

Agenda



Themes from the last Network meeting

• Representation / buy-in

• What do we mean by ‘multiple complex needs’

• Poverty

• Digital divide

• Systems thinking skills & capabilities

• Housing

• Cultural values – behaviours/humane environment

• Diversity



Connecting activity across 
York MCN



Connecting Activity

Co-location Experiment
Kelly Cunningham

kelly.cunningham@changing-lives.org.uk



Connecting Activity

Creative Action
Rebecca Carr

connect@kaizenartsagency.org



Co-commissioning for system change (1)

Our current discussions/work-streams all link back to the key messages that 
emerged from recent local research involving people with lived experience (PWLW)  
- e.g. Healthwatch York survey of 17 MEAM clients:

• Data and definitions
o Sub-group to look at Changing Futures definition and agree parameters for a ‘snapshot’ in 

time exercise across the system;  and possibly facilitate a Deep Democracy session around 
definition

• Strengths-based approaches
o Sub-group exploring the use of LKC ££ to fund (a) a 12 month post to pull together work from 

across whole system on strengths/asset based approaches and working, and (b) a training 
opportunity for the Co-Commissioning Group on strengths-based commissioning (5 x 1 day-
long modules, tentatively thinking Sep 2021)  

• Staff wellbeing/supervision structures across the system
o Sub-group mapping ‘as is’ arrangements for supervision/clinical supervision across the system 

and defining what we would aspire to arrangements being across the system – so that we can 
explore how we might achieve this (who/how – Funding? Commissioning?)



Co-commissioning for system change (2)

• Linking into cultural values sense making workshops
o So many of key messages from PWLE related to staff attitudes and organisation cultures, 

we’re encouraging Co-commissioning Group members to participate in cultural values sense 
making workshops and will reflect on key themes emerging

• Table of commissioned services/support and updates on developments
o Aiming to be more open and transparent about commissioned services/support, e.g. where 

current contracts run up to, what developments are happening, and what opportunities are 
coming up

o Developments – e.g. Specialist MH Housing & Support; recent MH Summit and related action 
plan; Linking in with Uni of York/YSJU around research and evaluation of system change work

• Moving to 6 weekly meetings
o Next meeting Wed 16th Jun, 2:00-3:30pm



Connecting Activity

Partnerships Hub Working Group
Yvonne Morrissey

yvonne.morrissey@peasholmecharity.org.uk



Sense-making Process:
Stage 1 & 2 Updates



York Cultural Values

We began with the first stage of workshops last month and are now 

ready for stage two, happening next week.

Find out more and sign up here: yorkmcn.org/yorkculturalvalues

Starting at the foundations...

We launched a series of 'foundation block' blogs.

These aim to expand on and contextualise our current 

process, drawing links between this piece of work and our 

everyday lives.

Read the first blog about culture 

here: https://www.yorkmcn.org/post/york-cultural-values-

culture-what-is-culture-and-why-does-it-matter

If you would like a further conversation about any of this, do get in touch: 

catherine.scott@yorkcvs.org.uk 07522 229833

https://www.yorkmcn.org/post/york-cultural-values-culture-what-is-culture-and-why-does-it-matter
mailto:catherine.scott@yorkcvs.org.uk


BREAK







Together with Young People (TWYP)

• Vision: All children and young people in York thrive

• Mission: (Draft) Through relationships and collaboration we 

explore, communicate, and implement approaches to improve 

outcomes for children and young people in York.

“If you want to go fast, go alone. If you want to go far, go together”

TWYP Member.



Where & Who
Connections
Safe Spaces
Experiences

System Mapping



Podcast

Pilot recording
Listening
Sharing
Learning



We are on Twitter! @TogetherWithYP



Deciding Together 
- Participatory Grant Making







Find out more…

Follow @SpaulAli on Twitter

MCN website and newsletter

Contact Ali 
aspaul@tworidingscf.org.uk
07834 596576

Blog…
https://wordpress.com/page/alispau
l148.com/133

mailto:aspaul@tworidingscf.org.uk
https://wordpress.com/page/alispaul148.com/133


Systems Changers Programme Alumni 
Group

Kate Helme

Kate.Helme@york.gov.uk

Connecting Activity



Lived Experience Group

• A steady month, mainly with the focus on building the creative action group 
work, alongside collaborating with co-commissioning group, hubs, Co location 
space, deciding together participatory fund, and cultural values facilitating.

• We're discussing and finding ideas on working alongside York in Recovery on 
how their members wisdoms can integrate into the network groups, work 
streams to bring their strengths into practice.

• Some great work with the Northern Quarter project around digital stories, 
which will go live soon.

• We've also supported mental health awareness week this month, reported into 
national homeless charity work and further focus pieces around poverty work.



System Mapping in York



Here's our graph 

currently.

• Survey sent to 157 

people

• 45 responded

• 140 people connected

• 743 connections 

shown



As we go through the following slides, please keep in mind that the 
results shown are subject to people’s various perceptions of what 

frequency of contact means to them.

The more people who sign up to be on the graph, the more it will grow 
and alter.

It is an ever-changing, moving piece of research.



When looking at the graph, we can begin to see who has constant connection …



Who has frequent connection



And who is in touch occasionally



We can also change the sizes of the 
individuals charted (or ‘nodes’) to see 

various pieces of information more clearly. 

For instance, we can see who has the most 
connections overall….





or who has the most ‘Incoming’ connections (people frequently mark them as contacts)



Another thing we can begin to understand is ‘Betweeness Centrality’

“Betweeness centrality is a way of detecting the amount of influence a node/ person has 
over the flow of information in a graph. 

It is often used to find people that serve as a bridge from one part of a network to 
another.”



According to the information put in to the graph so far… there are a few people who act as bridges. 

They represent the shortest 
path between all areas of the 
Network in terms of the flow 

of information.



We are still getting to grips with the graph, but we’ve collected a lot of information.

We’re hoping to present information on how:

• The different sectors interact

• people with different job types connect 

• the organisations across York are linked 

What’s clear, is that we need MORE INFORMATION! 

The more people we have on the map, the more we can learn about how we work as a whole. 

If you’ve not input your information, please email Emmie (Emmie.wise@yorkcvs.org.uk).

We’d also love to hear about how you want the map to be used. Just let us know!

mailto:Emmie.wise@yorkcvs.org.uk


Digging Deeper into existing activity and connecting this with recurring themes.

How could we bring some of the themes that came out at the last

meeting into existing activity?

- Representation / buy-in

- What do we mean by ‘multiple complex needs’

- Poverty

- Digital divide

- Systems thinking skills & capabilities

- Housing

- Cultural values – behaviours/humane environment

- Diversity

Breakout Rooms:



Feedback



AOB and Check-out

Next meeting date: July 22nd


